Solid-state lighting (SSL) products can have a predicted life of 70% lumen output (L70) from 26,000 to 40,000 hours using the LM-80-08 testing standards. Chromaticity shift, correlated color temperature (CCT) and lumen maintenance (LM) will dramatically reduce the nominal life of SSL luminaires. In this work, an off-the-shelf luminaire from Philips (AmbientLED) has been aged in a standard wet hot temperature operating life (WHTOL) of 85% relative humidity and 85°C (85/85) in order to assess reliability of prolonged exposer in a harsh environment. Failure criterion has been derived using the Arrhenius equation from the LM-80-08 standard, as well as the 60W LED Lamp test report from an isothermal environment of 45°C. This is a similar luminaire to the test vehicle used in this research. Data characterization between the two data sets has been carried out to determine the luminaires reliability and life under the 85/85 test conditions. This characterization allows for the determination of poor quality luminaire products in the market place. The distribution properties of the shifting mean values of CCT and LM were incorporated into the Bayesian Linear Regression (BLR) to determine the degradation pattern, in order to predict the remaining useful life (RUL) of the system due to aging before the end-of-life (EoL).
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INTRODUCTION
In a WHTOL environment, the luminaire's time to failure is accelerated. The accelerated data for the test vehicle in the research showed a substantial difference in the EoL compared to its rated EoL. Accelerated test data can be used to quickly find an unhealthy population, which has the propensity to shorten the length of product development. Luminaires use the L70 criteria as the failure threshold of LM [1] - [3] . In this work, the LM went well beyond this critical value and was used with BLR to track the lumen degradation through the course of the test to predict the systems RUL. CCT and chromaticity degradation also plays an important role to determine the overall health of a luminaire. For this luminaire, the chromaticity does not depreciate as dramatically as the LM and CCT values. Therefore, LM and CCT values were leading indicators used to monitor the degradation of the luminaire. Prognostic and health management (PHM) techniques have been used to determine the RUL. In this paper, the BLR method has been adopted to produce reliable and precise predictions.
TEST VEHICLE
The test vehicle for this work is one of the original off-theshelf 60W light emitting diode (LED) replacement bulbs. The lamp has a total of 9 LUXEON Royal-Blue LEDs which are divided into three systematic lamp housings with a yellow cerium doped yttrium aluminium garnet phosphor shell. The lamp produces white light through the color mixing of the blue LEDs and the yellow phosphor inside the mixing chamber. All of the lamps in the test set were aged in 85/85 for a total duration of 2537 hours. 
TEST ENVIRONMENT
A sample set of eight luminaires has been subjected to 85/85 for 2537 hours. The luminaires were non-functional during the accelerated test and placed upright inside a lamp holder to prevent movement inside the test chamber. Each of the lamps was extracted on a weekly basis to exam the spectral data for luminous maintenance, chromaticity shift, and correlated color temperature.
The LED measurement system, shown in Figure 2 , collects the spectral data emitted from the luminaire based off the LM-79 testing standards for 4π geometry [4] . Light reflects inside the hermetically sealed integrating sphere that is coated with barium-sulfate to reduce the attenuation of emitted radiation. A cosine diffuser and fiber optic cable transmit the emitted light to a spectrometer to acquire the light properties of the test vehicle. 
IES LM-79-08 TEST STANDARD
The total spectral radiant flux, Ф test (λ), of a SSL product under test is obtained by comparison to the total spectral radiant flux of a reference standard [4] . It can be found using the following equation:
The measured spectral radiant flux, Ф m (λ), of the test lamp is computed using the SpectraSuite software. The selfabsorption factor, α CCF , can be found through a comparison of an auxiliary lamp measurement with the test lamp inside the integrating sphere and an auxiliary lamp measurement with the calibration lamp standard inside the sphere. Both the test lamp and calibration lamp standard are off during the auxiliary measurements. This is a critical parameter since SSL products have a different physical size and shape compared to the calibration lamp standard used to calibrate the integrating sphere and the spectrometer. The ratio of the measurements of the auxiliary lamp with the reference lamp divided by the auxiliary lamp with the test lamp will produce the selfabsorption factor. The total luminous flux, Ф test , in lumens [lm] of the SSL product under test can now be found using the total spectral radiant flux found from equation (1) with equation (2) [4] .
The spectral luminous efficiency function for photopic vision, V(λ), is well documented in literature and K m is the maximum spectral luminous efficacy [5] .
PROGNOSTICS & HEALTH MANAGEMENT (PHM) Arrhenius Equation
The Arrhenius equation (AE) characterizes the rate of decay and is used to determine the activation energy for the accelerated test [6] - [7] . Since luminaires are designed under various working temperatures, accelerated testing can be regarded as a temperature dependent reaction. Therefore, the intensity of a system's degradation can be quantified by the value of the system's activation energy. The AE is shown in equation (3) where α is the decay rate, E act is the activation energy, A is the pre-exponential factor, K b is the Boltzmann Constant and T is the reaction temperature.
The method of Least Square (LS) was used to determine the decay rate for the experimental values of CCT and LM from the depreciation model, equation (4) . This model only depends on the pre-decay factor, β, and the decay rate, α. Since degradation starts at 100%, β takes on the value of one. This means the decay rate is the only factor that describes the CCT and LM depreciation curves. [1] - [3] 
Bayesian Linear Regression
Bayesian linear regression (BLR) can be a useful tool to track the degradation of a luminaire. The Bayesian method states that the previous system information can be used to shape the posterior distribution. The Bayesian model is updated at each time step with the input data. The more data used to shape the posterior distribution of this model, the quicker it reaches convergence. Using the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method, it can guarantee the maximum probability of the posterior, from which the optimal fitting coefficients are derived. Once the model coefficients have converged, extrapolations can be drawn to predict the future degradation and determine RUL. [8] - [9] The basic Bayesian problem describes the posterior probability given by the condition probability.
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Equation (5) is the condition probability that describes the possibility of an input variable to particular category, and the p(X│C k ) is the likelihood function that gives the probability of data in the different groups. Typically, it is assumed that the likelihood function is Gaussian, which yields a Gaussian discriminative model. The p(C k ) is the prior distribution that gives the probability available before we observe the groups. The sum probability in the Bayesian theory can be found quantitatively by summation over the different groups as seen in equation (6) .
The quadratic model form of BLR will be used for this work. Suppose the real-valued input variable vector is:
The real-valued predict target variable:
The basis function, the quadratic model, is fitted using its synaptic weights. The basis function can be shown as:
The synaptic weights matrix is:
Therefore, the estimation matrix can be calculated as the
In the Bayesian Curve-fitting problem, the likelihood function takes the Gaussian probability density equation which is the condition probability over the input variables and synaptic weights as well as noise precision parameter β n .
The product of all the likelihood functions over the input variables:
Appling the MLE to equation (14) with respect to β n :
Equation (15) yields the variance of the maximum probability of posterior. Substituting β ML into equation (14) yields:
The Bayesian conjugate prior in equation (17) will also be a Gaussian probability where α p is the precision parameter of the distribution.
Therefore, the Bayesian posterior function is:
Applying the sum and product rule of probability yields the predictive distribution: (20) is the distribution and probability with its mean and variance depending on the input:
BLR Algorithm Summary:
1. Initiate the prior distribution, mean and variance, and the noise precision parameter.
Calculate likelihood distribution.
3. Calculate posterior distribution and its mean and variance. 4. Update the noise precision parameter using MLE method.
Calculate prediction distribution and predictive mean
and predictive variance. 6. Repeat from step two until the posterior distribution converges.
Newton-Raphson Method
Newton-Raphson method solves the cubic polynomial and finds its roots through recursively approaching the numerical solution. Solving equation (22) will produce the predicted time for EoL. [11] ) ( ) (
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Eight luminaires were subjected to 85/85 for approximately 2537 hours. The mean time until L70 was reached for this experiment is 1673 hours. Figure 3 and Figure  4 show the relative lumen degradation and CCT values versus normalized time, as well as the mean of the sample set. There is a substantial amount of degradation found with the luminous flux with only a small percentage of degradation in the CCT values. The decay rate for each luminaire was also determined for LM and CCT using the LS approach. The decay rate distribution is listed in Table 1 and plotted Figure 5 and Figure 6 . The 60W LED Lamp testing report for 18,000 hours under isothermal testing was used to determine the activation energy for LM and CCT for 85/85 testing because of its similarity to the test vehicle [10] . The LM is virtually unchanged in the 60W LED Lamp report. Out of a 200 sample set, there are 13 luminaires which show distinct lumen degradation. Since the LM and CCT decay rates are taken at the edge of the population to produce the maximum decay rate, this gives the ±95% confident interval for the aged population. The decay rates for LM and CCT are -1.19E-06 and -8.01E-8, respectively. From the 60W LED Lamp report, the decay rate to failure has been approximated for LM and CCT as -2.01E-07 and -4.00E-08, respectively.
The decay rates from each sample will follow a Gaussian distribution for their mean and variance. The mean value for decay rate will be regarded as the center of the standard degradation curve in each specific testing condition, 85/85 and isothermal aging of 45°C. Having two different testing conditions for two similar lamps allows for the determination of the fixed activation energy to describe both cases. The higher temperature failure criterion is proportional to the lower temperature failure criterion. This means is the ratio of the mean value of decay rates for 85/85 and 45°C can be used to determine the activation energy. 
The activation energy from 45°C to 85/85 for LM and CCT is 2.51E08 and 1.67E08, respectively. This method allows for the utilization of the fixed activation energy by the mean decay rates to produce suitable failure boundaries for an accelerated test environment. This method will shorten the testing time needed to obtain L70.
Using the ±95% confident interval decay rates obtained from the 60W LED Lamp test report, the failure criterion for the test vehicle can be calculated similar to before using the fixed activation energy as is shown in equations (27) and (28). The time dependent decay curve of LM and CCT for the luminaires can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8 , respectively. The red dashed line is the theoretical maximum decay rate. From the figures above, the CCT decays in a linear fashion while LM exhibits an exponential pattern. This is attributed to the small value of decay rate for CCT and the larger values for LM. Also, all of the CCT decay lines are above the theoretical maximum while three of the luminaires have points below the LM decay line failure boundary. Figure 9 shows the BLR of three different luminaire data sets (LP2 -green, LP4 -blue, LP8 -magenta) with the Bayesian regression lines for each luminaire. The third order polynomial model in equation (21) was used with BLR to predict the degradation curve of each luminaire. Each coefficient in this polynomial model has its posterior distribution assumed to be Gaussian. The mean of the distribution represents the optimal estimation. After every time step, a new measurement was used to update the posterior distribution, as well as extrapolate forward to the EoL. This process was used to train the model to accurately predict the RUL. Figure 10 shows the evolution of the BLR during the learning process to accurately track the data. This figure gives a snap shot of the learning procedure between 1000 hours and 2000 hours. There is a transition at the 1521 hours the shows the BLR has been properly trained and begins to accurately track the LM data. the variance also builds up the confidence interval for each data point. Figure 11 shows that the regression variance boundary and estimations. The green dots are the measurement data points and the red dots are the regression estimations. The green ribbon is the distribution variance that characterizes the confidence interval for the estimated data points. The estimations act as a filter for some of the "noisy" data points to produce a smoother polynomial plot compared to the actual curve. Therefore, the polynomial model in equation (21) is a good representation of the lumen degradation history. This third order polynomial model for the extrapolation of the experimental data was used to calculate and predict the RUL by the Newton-Raphson method. Figure 12 illustrates the comparison between the predicted RUL and actual RUL for one particular luminaire from the experimental data. The dash blue line is the predicted RUL, the solid red line is the actual RUL and the green dotted lines are the ±20% confidence interval. The predicted RUL is inside the ±20% area shaded in yellow. This means that the predict RUL is considered accurate. 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a wet hot temperature operating life accelerated test was conduct on off-the-shelf SSL luminaires. The accelerated testing was completed at 2537 hours due to significant degradation in the luminous flux output of the luminaires. Lumen maintenance (LM) and correlated color temperature (CCT) were used as leading indicators for failure for the test vehicles. The final LM for the SSL luminaires was significantly less with a mean LM decrease of 82%. However, the CCT showed a smaller decrease of about 2%.
In this test, average L70 was 1673 hours. The degradation history has been studied using the Arrhenius equation, Bayesian linear regression and the Newton-Raphson method to investigate the end of life of the luminaires. The Bayesian cubic polynomial model proved an excellent choice to describe the depreciation of LM. The remaining useful life (RUL) has been calculated using the extrapolations from the Bayesian polynomial model. The predicted RUL matched the actual RUL at about 500 hours showing the robustness and accuracy of this PHM framework. 
